
 

 

Snoqualmie Middle School 

7-8th Exploratory Course Descriptions 2020-2021 

• All courses are semester-long (except where noted) and are offered to 7th and 8th grade only 

• We try to place every student in their choice of elective. Depending upon special academic pro-
grams or a specific level of math class, a student may need to be placed in different classes to 
make their schedule work.  

Art 

Building on their basic skills, students will expand their knowledge of art by creating, connecting, presenting, and responding to art 
through the use of 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional techniques. 

Intro To Coding 

This course explores basic coding and program design using Python code language. Focus is placed on learning-by-doing and an in-

quiry-based approach. Students are encouraged to work together in order to solve coding problems and discover solutions. Code appli-

cations include: mad-libs, one and two player games, various calculator programs, creating an online restaurant menu, and a lemon-

aide stand simulation. Students also learn coding logic and debugging techniques and skills.  

Coding 2 (must have completed Intro To Coding) 

This course will explore intermediate-level coding and program design using Python code language. Focus is placed on learning-by-

doing and an inquiry-based approach. Students are encouraged to work together in order to solve coding problems and discover solu-

tions. Code applications include: creating and drawing shapes in a coordinate system, animating visual elements, creating color anima-

tions and effects, key and mouse input functions, and the use of timers. 

Coding 3 (must have completed Coding 2) 

This course will explore more advanced-level coding and program design using Python code language. Focus is placed on learning-by-

doing and an inquiry-based approach. Students are encouraged to work together in order to solve coding problems and discover solu-

tions. Code applications include: the introduction of image-based graphics, allowing students to produce familiar games and dynamic 

interactive programs. Coding concepts learned in Coding 3 include: Lists, Indexes, For-Each Loops, For-Range Loops, Sprite Images, 

Sprite sheet Animations, and Collisions . 

Digital Media 

In this course students will develop skills used to create video presentations for specific purposes.  Students learn to use cameras and 

digital tools for storytelling and communicating voice.  Watching videos, movies and analyzing them offers students opportunity to learn 

techniques and ideas.  Students produce videos on a variety of themes and self selected projects. Students learn and practice workflow 

strategies to manage media from start to finish productions.  

Spanish—year long—8th grade only 

This high school level full-year course provides an introduction to fundamental Spanish language concepts and patterns. Specialized 

vocabulary and culture are presented in units covering many topics like the family, school life and travel. The course emphasizes read-

ing comprehension for cultural understanding, writing skills, oral conversation and the basics of Spanish grammar.  

Low Impact  Fitness 

Low impact fitness class focuses on getting a great workout in the non-traditional sense of PE classes. Students workout everyday.   

Activities include yoga, Zumba, walking, tai chi, and other modified workouts for lifetime fitness. The curriculum includes goal setting 

and creating personalized workouts. 

Strength and Fitness  

Strength and fitness class will be focusing on weight training , cardio endurance, yoga and muscular strength and endurance activities.  

Creative Writing 

This course focuses on writing in a variety of genres. The purpose of this class is to encourage the cultivation of the habits, attitudes and 

flexibility of a professional writer in a professional writing community. Students will be expected to enter final products into the 

school’s literary magazine, to conference with the instructor, participate in writer response groups, research and read contemporary  

published authors, keep and regularly write in a writer’s notebook, and experiment with and revise writing routinely.  
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